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FIRST NAMED
]PLAINTIFF

,PXue~. Arthur J.:, Jr., I 79 Elm Strmt, Hartford, CT.06106
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Additional

FIRST NAMED Northea~t Utilitien
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NOTICE TO EACH DEFENDANT

1. You are being sued. .
2. This paper is a Summons in a lwsut.
3. The Complaint attached to these papers states the claims that each

PlainUff is makino against you In this lawsult.
4. To re6pond to Ns Sunmuono, or to be Informed of further proceedings.

you or your attorney must file a form called an *Appeararnce with the
Clerk of the above-named Court at the above Court eddress on or
before the second day after the above Retum Daie.

5. If you or your attorney do not fMe a written 'Appearance form on time, a
judgment riany be entered against.you by default.

6. The "Appearance form may be obtained at the 06bve
Court address.

7. If you believe that you have hsurance that may cover the
claim that Is being made against you In this lawsui, you
should immediately take the Summons and Complaint to
your Insurance representative.

8 I you have questions about the Summons and Compblint,
you should consult an attorney promptly. The Clerk of
Court is not permitted to give advice on legal questions.
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IF TMS SUMMONS IS SIGNED BY A CLERK:L
a. The signing has been done so.that the Plaintil(s) will not be denied access to the courts.
b. It is the responsiblIty of the Piantiff(s) to see that service is made in the manner X1 cxo !

provided by law..
c The Clerk is not permitted to give any legal advice in connection with any lawsuit.
d. The Clerk signing this Summons at the request of the PJalntiff(s) Is not responsible in any

way for any errors or omissions in the Sumrmons, any allegations contained in the
Complaint, or the service thereof.

'I hereby cenify I have read I1 Scw Aa- - -AT SJID .eT

and undersnand ft above:.
~ ~ . ..-. . . . -~ . * . . .. _ _L
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1 1. The Commissioner of Environmental Protection is charged with enforcing the statutes

regulating, controlling and eliminating pollution to the waters of the State.

2. The defendant Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) operates facilities in the

Town of Waterford, Connecticut, referred to as Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Millstone Nuclear Power

Station.

3. The defendant Northeast Utilities Service Company (NU) is the parent corporation of

I NNECCi and is involved in the management and operations of Units 1, 2, and 3.

I4. On the 14th day of December, 1992, NPDES Permit No. CT0003263 was reissued to the

defendant NNECO for the discharge of treated wastewater and condenser cooling water to Long

Island Sound, although the application for the permit reissuance was submitted by NU.

S. Paragraph 3 of the NPDES Permit requires the defendants to monitor various discharges

i and submit a monthly report of a sample analysis to the DEP.

! 6. Samples of discharge DSN 006 of the NPDES Permit were originally taken at a point! more than 200 from the end of the 42" discharge pipe, a point free of tidal influence, until

September 29, 1994 when the sampling location was moved down gradient in the discharge pipe

to a point 30 feet from Niantic Bay which was partially' submerged a influenced by tidal

i conditions.

1 7. Defendants continued to take samples at this new location from September 29, 1994 up

through July 12, 1996 when it was discovered by a DEP inspection and defendants were notified

to sspend taking samples there.
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8. The samples taken at this location from September 29, 1994 through July 12. 1996 for

chlorine, and oil and grease, were not representative due to the dilution caused by tidal influence

and therefore constituted a violation of Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies ("R.C.S.A.")

, § 22a-430-3G)(7) which is incorporated into defendants' NPDES Permit.

9. Prior to the defendants moving the sampling location of DSN 006 on September 29,

jI 1994, the defendants had reported chlorine exceedances at the original location in their

*| monitoring reports for August and September, 1993 and July of 1994.

,i
't 10. In December, 1994 defendants returned the sampling location in the discharge pipe for all

parameters, except chlorine and oil and grease, to the original location.
..

11. Defendants continued to samiple of chlorine and oil and grease at the down gradient

| location, despite conducting two studies, dated Februry, 1995 and January, 1996, which found

;| substantial mixing and dilution of the waste stream by intruded seawater within the DSN 006

discharge pipe, until DEP's July 12, 1996 inspection.

i

.SFCQND CQ~E

. 1. The Commissioner of EnvironmenWal Protection is charged with enforcing the statutes

regulating, controlling and eliminating pollution to the waters of the State.

, 2. The defendant Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) operates facilities in the

Town of Waterford, Connectcut, referred to as Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Millstone Nuclear Power

Station.

3. lTe defendant Northeast Utilities Service Company (NU) is the parent corporation of

NNECO and is involved i nthe management and operations of Units 1, 2, and 3.

2
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|i 4. On the 14th day of December, 1992, NPDES Perit No.C

I defendant NNECO for the dicharge of trated wastewater and co

I lsland Sound, although the application for the permit reissuance w

5 j. Defendants' NPDES Permit authorizes a discarge of hyd

8; 75 milligrams per liter ("mg/l") at ' discharge point designated DS

006

CT0003263 was reissued to the
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6. Dcfendants' NPDES Permit authorizes a discharge of hydrazine at levels not exceeding

75 mg/l and ethanolarnine (ETA) at levels not exceeding 300 kg per batch with a maximum

volume of 25,000 gallons per batch at a discharge point designiated DSN OOIC-6.

7. A DEP inspection on July 12, 1996 revealed that beginning on May 7, 1995, two

chemical feed tanks containing 400 gallons each of a hydrazine and water mixture and two

chemical feed tanks containing 400 gallons each of an ETA and water mixture were drained into

a holding tank designated as the Makeup Waste Neutralization Tank C'MWN'') which

discharges through DSN OOlC-4.

8. Without authorization from or notification to DEP, defendants added hydrogen peroxide

and sodium hypochorite to the MWNT, and beginning on May 10, 1995 and up to May 26,

1995, transferred portions of the MWNT wastewater to holding tanks designated as TKIO and

TKlI, and periodically discharged this wastewater via DSNOOlC-6 containing unknown

concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and chlorine in violation of Connecticut General Statute

Section 22a430, defendant's NPDES Pcmit and R.C.S.A. § 22a430(t).

9. On May-26, 1995 a total of 53,000 gallons of wastewater from the MWNT containing

hydrazine concentrations at 40 mg/I, ETA concentrations estimated to be in excess of 65 mngtl

and unknown concentrations of hydrogen peroxide.and chlorine wais discharged through

DSNOOlC-4, authorized for bydrazine only, in violation of defendants' NPDES permit i
I

I
I
II

.1
I
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THIRD COUNI

| 1. The Commissioner of Environmental Protection is charged with enforcing the statutes

regulating, controlling and eliminating pollution to the waters of the State.

1J2. Thc defendant Northeast Nuclear EneWgy Company (NNECO) operates facilities in the

'1 Town of Waterford, Connecticut, referred to as Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Millstone Nuclear Power I

* Station.

3. The defendant Northeast Utilities Service Company (NU) is the parent corporation of

NNECO and is involved in the management and opeations of Units 1, 2, and 3.

4. On the 14th day of December, 1992, NPDES Permit No. CT0003263 was reissued to the

*! defendant NNECO for the discharge of treated wastewaer and condenser cooling water to Long

* W Island Sound, although the application for the permit reissuance was submitted by NU.

*' 5. Defendants' NPDES Permit No. CT 0003263 does not authorize the discharge of

' hydrazine at DSN 001B-6, although defendants have submitted a request to modify their NDES i

Permit to authorize hydrmzine at this discharge point.

6. Defendants were required to sample and report to DEP the presence of hydrazine in all

their discharges during hydrazine minimization studies conducted from 1986-1988 pursuant to

Order No. WC 4107 Modified, but failed to sampleor report the presence of hydrazine at DSN

001B-6 in that study.

1 7. Defendants did not apply to DEP to discharge hydrazine at 1)SN 001BB-6 in any previous

!I permit renewals or otherwise notify DEP of its presence.

| 8. The discharge of bydrazine from DSN 001B-6 without a permit, which occurred from al

least December 12, 1992 through May 20, 1996, was a violation of Conn. Gen. Stat. § 22a-430

and defendants' NPDES Permit.

4 *1
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1. The Commissioner of Environmental Protection is charged with enforcing the statutes

iregulating, controlling and eliminating pollution to the waters of the State.

2. The defendant Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) operates facilities in the

Town of Waterford, Connecticut, referred to as Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Millstone Nuclear Power

I Station.

3. The defendant Northeast Utilities Service Company (NU) is the parent corporation of

NNECO and is involved in the management and operations of Units 1, 2, and 3.

4. On the 14th day of December, 1992, NPDES Permit No. CT0003263 was reissued to the

defendant NNECO for the discharge of treated wastewater and condenser cooling to Long Island
Sound, although the application for the permit reissuance was submitted by NU.

'S. Defendants' NPDES Permit No. CT 0003263 authorizes the discharge of ETA at a

maximum concentration of 10.0 mg/i atDSN GO1B-1.

il 6. During a period from September 16, 1993 to September 17, 1993, ETA was discharged at

levels in excess of 10.0 mg/I, at least as high as 30.0 mg/I from DSN 001B-4.

7. Defendants did not 'undertake timely actions to correct this discharge of ETA in excess of

I the permit limitation and therefore violated their NPDES Permit.

S. Defendants did not notify the DEP of this permit violation until October 5, 1993 in

.violation of R.C.S.A. § 22a-430-3-3 Ij)(E) as incorporated into defendants' NPDES Permit.

5
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II 1. The Commissioner of Environmental Protection is charged with enforcing the statutes

'i regulating, controlling and eliminating pollution to the waters of the State.

2. The defendant Northeast Nuclear Energy Company NECO) operates facilities in the I
: Town of Waterford, Connecticut referred to as Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Millstone Nuclear Power

,I Station.

3. The defendant Northeast Utilities Service Company (NU) is the parent corporation of

NNECO and is involved in the mnanagement and operations of Units 1, 2, and 3. i

. 4. On the 14th day of December, 1992, NPDES PermitNo. CT0003263 was reissued to the

'. defendant NNECO for the discharge of treated wastewater and condenser cooling water to Long

Island Sound, although the application for the permit reissuance was submitted by NU.

5. The defendants submitted a permit renewal application on June 13, 1997, which i

II identified a discharge of chlorinated backwash from service pump steainers for each of the I

;! Millstone nuclear power generating units, Units 1, 2, and 3.

6. Each of the three discharges occurred in the vicinity of each of the three intake stnctures

which provide cooling waler to nuclear power generating units 1, 2 and 3.

| 7. Te discharge of the chlorinated backwash from the service pump strainers serving Unit 1

is directed to a sensitive fish rcturn system designated DSN 002.

.1
8. When the defendants had applied in 1989 for an NPDES permit renewal, ultimately;

I issued on December 14, 1992 as NPDES Permit No. CT 0003263, the application did notj

l mention these three discharges and the permit as issued did not authorze these three discharges. I

-. . I
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9. The three discharges of chlorinated backwash from the service pump stainers without a

permit, which have occurred from at least December 12, 1992 and were mitigated on May 24,

1996, continue to the present time and are a violation of Conn. Gen. Stat. § 22a-430 and

! defendants' NPDES Permit

I 1. The Commissioner of Environmental Protection is charged with enforcing the statutes

regulating, controlling and eliminating pollution to the waters of the State.

2. The defendant Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) operates facilities in the

I Town of Waterford, Connecticut, referred to as Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Millstone Nuclear Power

Station.

'I 3. The defendant Northeast Utilities Service Company (NU) is the parent corporation of

I NNECO and is involved in the management and operations of Units 1, 2, and 3.

.1 4. On the 14th day of December, 1992, NPDES Permit No. CT0003263 was reissued to the

defendant NNECO for the discharge of treated wastewater and condenser cooling water to Long

Island Sound, although the applcation for the permit reissuance was submitted by NU.

| 5. The defendants submitted a permit renewal application on June 3 3, 1997 which identified

Ij multiple discharges of chlorinated pump seal water utilized for operation of circulation, service,

|and screen wash pumps located in the intake structures with each of the Millstone nuclear power

' generating units, Units 1, 2, and 3.
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6. When the defendants had applied in 1989 for an NPDES permit renewal, ultimately i

issued on December 14, 1992 as NPDES Permit No. CT 0003263, the application did not

mention these multiple discharges and the permit as issued did not authorize these multiple I
discharges.

.:I
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- 7. The multiple discharges of chlorinated pump seal water without a permit, which occurred i

- from at least December 12, 1992 through October 30, 1996, were a violation of Conn. Gen. Stat.
.I ;

* j § 22a-430 and defendants' NPDES Permit.

i1. Te Commissioner of Environmental Protection is charged with cnforcing the statutes

:' regulating, controlling and eliminating pollution to the waters of the State.

'I 2. The defendant Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) 'opcrates facilities in the

I Town of Waterford, Connecticut, referred to as Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Millstone Nuclear Power

Station.

3. The defendant Northeast Utilities Service Company (NU) is the parent corporation of j
*1

iNNECO and is involved in the management and operations of Units 1, 2, and 3.

i 4. On the 14th day of December, 1992, NPDES Pernit No. CT0003263 was reissued to the

defendant NNECO for the discharge of treated wastewater and condenser cooling water to Long

*1 Island Sound, although the application for the permit reissuance was submitted by NU.

, 5. Following up on prior oral and written notifications, the defendants detailed, in a letter

dated June 20, 1997 and October 31, 1997, the discharge of several internal wastestreass

associated with the routine operation of the Milstone unit 3 auxiliary boiler into a sump in the

boiler room wich in turn discharged to an ol/lwater separator tributary to DSN 006 which!

i discharges directly toNianticBay.
ILI

q 6. The internal wsstestreans, consisting of wastewater from the auxiliary boiler sample,

sink, the auxiliary boiler eqNuipment drains, and the auxiliary boiler chemical addition tank

drainage and overflow, either contain, or have the potential to contain, significant concentrations

I of hydrazine which is not authorized for discharge at DSN 006.

8
I . U
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. 7. The correct discharge point for these waestrearms containing, or potentially containing,

hydrazine is DSN 00IC6-(b), and defendants rerouted these wastestreams to that discharge point

- in December, 1996.
: ,1

S. The discharge of the internal wastestreams containing, or potentially containing,

.i kydra2ine to DSN 006, identified in paragraphs S and 7 above, occurred from December 12,

1992 to October, 1996, and was a violation of Conn. Gen. Stat §22a430 and defendants'

| NPDES Permit.

I
.1
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.i
',

; t WHEREFORE, the plaintiff prays for:

. .22

1. A pe nnt injunction pursuant to COnn. Gen. Stat. § 22e-6(a)(3) and 22a-430 restraining

; the defendants from maintaining such discharges without a permit until the defendants have

received a permit for its unpermitted disebarges.

i 2. Pursuant to Conrn. Gen. Stat. § 22a-438, an order of the Court requiring the defendants to

forfeit to the State a sum not to exceed Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) per day for

eI each day of violation.

- 3. An order of the Court pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. § 22a-6a(a) requiring the defendants to

'i reimburse the State for the reasonable costs and expenses it incurred in detecting, investigating,

controlling and abating the alleged violations.

2 Dated at Hartford, Connecticut, this 10th day of November, 1997.

PLAINTUF
ARTHUR J. RO CQUE, JR,
COMMISSIONER OF.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
ATTORNEY GENERAL

IBY:

Assistant Attorney General
55 Elm Street
P.O. Box 120'
Hartford, CT 06141-0120
(860) 808-5250
Juris No. 085022
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VERIICATlDIO

STATE OF CONNECTICUT)

COUNTY OF Hartford )
ss. Hartford, Connecticut November/p, 1997

Personally appeared James Grier, Department of Environmental Protection, the

subscriber, and made oath to the truth of the matters contained in the aforesaid complaint.

/Jameo s oGrier

Sworn and subscribe before me on thist .of November, 1997.
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Ch
Commssioner of the Superior Court

John Lepito
'iOiuty Sheriff lIartlord County
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